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In this paper we present a multiscale simulation of charge transport in a Solid-State Dye-sensitized Solar Cell where the real
morphology between TiO2 and the hole transport material is included. The geometry of the interface is obtained from an
electron tomography measurement and imported in a device simulation software. Charge distribution, electric field and
current densities are computed using the drift-diffusion model. We use this approach to investigate the electrostatic effect
of trap states at the interface between the electron and hole transport materials. The simulations show that when the trapped
electrons are not screened by external additives the dynamics of holes is perturbed. Holes accumulate at the interface enhancing
recombination and reducing cell performance.

1 Introduction

Electronic technology is boosting in recent years mainly
thanks to the enormous amount of research on material sci-
ence. A new class of materials is therefore emerging, e.g.
organic semiconductors, which has open interesting perspec-
tives for electronic and optoelectronic devices1–3. Organic
semiconductors are becoming a crucial component also for
photovoltaic devices where they can play either the role of
active layer, as in organic photovoltaic cells (OPV)4, or hole
transporter material, as in solid state Dye-sensitized Solar
Cells (ss-DSC)5. ss-DSC have evolved from Dye Solar Cells
(DSC)6,7, electrochemical photovoltaic devices which use a
mesoporous oxide, usually titanium oxide (TiO2), sensitized
with a monolayer of molecules, the dye, to convert light into
electricity. The TiO2 acts as electron transport layer, while the
dye is the active component which absorbs light. In standard
DSCs, the role of hole transport layer is played by liquid elec-
trolyte containing a redox couple. However, several engineer-
ing problems plague DSCs, like the integrity of the liquid elec-
trolyte. In fact, contamination from the external atmosphere or
escaping of the electrolyte from microcracks within the sealant
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deteriorate the efficiency of the cell over time, shortening the
device lifespan. Finding a good sealant for DSCs is still an
open problem8. For this reason the liquid hole transporter has
been replaced with a solid one5 using both small molecule (as
Spiro-OMeTAD) or polymer (as P3HT) organic semiconduc-
tors9. Recently discovered Perovskite solar cells also emerge
from DSC technology, starting from the effort to replace the
dye10 and the hole transporter11.

The first prototypes of ss-DSCs had limited efficiency, but it
was rapidly understood that the efficiency could be enhanced
by doping the hole transport material with ionic additives as
lithium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)-imide (Li-TFSI) in Spiro-
OMeTAD12. The ionic additives are known to change many
aspects of the bulk properties of the organic material as well
as interface characteristics. For example it is known that the
dopants change the density of holes13, but also the hole hop-
ping mobility by smoothing the electrostatic landscape and
easying the hopping process14–16, they modify optical prop-
erties of the dye17,18, band alignment between TiO2 and the
hole transport material by creating a dipole moment at the in-
terface19. Despite an intense investigation many aspects of
the doping are not completely clear in a working ss-DSC de-
vice, considering the complex interplay between many differ-
ent processes affected by the dopants which change the cell
performances. For example it has been demonstrated13 that
increasing the concentration of dopant Li-TFSI beyond 10%
molarity does not improve further the efficiency of the cell but
still increases the fill factor (FF), suggesting that the dopants
induce different effects that could also work in opposite direc-
tions.

The effect on the interface has been studied in detail and
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several aspects have been indicated: one is the formation of
a dipole moment which shifts down the vacuum level of the
TiO2

19, the other is the effect of intercalation of lithium ions in
the oxide which induces an increase in electron trap states and
a lower diffusivity of negative charges20–22. Considering these
last two effects it would seem that adding the ionic additives
has mostly a bad influence on the cell. However, we should
consider the determinant role of lithium ions in reducing the
recombination23. Several authors have pointed out that this is
due to the presence of the positive lithium ions which screen
the electrostatic interaction between electrons and holes24,25.
Such screening is especially important between trapped elec-
trons at the interface26,27 and holes in the hole transport mate-
rial.

The investigation of these effects is very complex consid-
ering that in experimental measurements, which usually con-
sider the entire device, it is very hard to decouple the differ-
ent physical/chemical mechanisms involved. Thus, theory and
simulations can be helpful in trying to isolate different pro-
cesses and evaluate their impact on the overall efficiency of
the cell. Theoretical investigations on ss-DSCs are generally
focused on the coordination effect of these ionic additives28

and on mobility of lithium ions22. More recently the effect
of ionic additives on the hole conductivity of Spiro-OmeTAD
has been performed by means of a Kinetic Monte Carlo39.
This allows to investigate from a more microscopic perspec-
tive the effect of additives on charge hopping by distinguish-
ing between dopant additives (Li-TFSI, H-TFSI) and inactive
additives, where no charge transfer occurs (Na-TFSI, Et4Na-
TFSI). This study reveals the importance of electrostatic ef-
fects on hole conductivity induced by the introduction of an
anion-cation pair in the organic matrix. Nevertheless, the gap
between modelling of whole device and experimental mea-
surements is broad, and many questions are still open.

In particular, device modelling tends either to neglect
nanoscale morphology by considering effective material
properties or to assume highly idealized geometries40. To
assess the effect of the mesoscopic features of porous TiO2
in ss-DSC modeling, it is necessary to integrate informa-
tion on the morphology into the simulation model. Such
information can be obtained with high spatial resolution
from electron tomography41.

In this work we present numerical simulations of charge
transport in a working ss-DSC device, adopting an innova-
tive multiscale approach to include the real interface be-
tween TiO2 and hole transport material. We will focus on
the electrostatic effect due to the interplay of ionic addi-
tives and electronic trap states at the interface. We con-
sider two limiting cases. The first one concerns a cell with-
out ionic additives, such that the electrostatics near the
interface is governed by the charged traps. In the sec-
ond case we assume a sufficiently high concentration of

ionic additives resulting in a complete screening of charged
traps. In the latter case we considered only non-doping
additives in order to not alter bulk properties, and we as-
sumed perfect screening with zero Debye length, such that
the additives do not have to be included explicitly in the
simulation model.

2 Modelling

Devices like DSCs pose a challenging problem for their mod-
elling. The interface between the Hole (HTM) and Electron
Transport Materials (ETM) is a fundamental part of the sys-
tem, where most of the main processes (charge generation,
recombination and trapping/detrapping events) occur. How-
ever, this interface is tortuous due to the nanoporous nature
of the TiO2 and the integration in the simulation of the real
interface is very difficult, mainly due to two problems. The
first concerns the difficulty in getting experimental measures
of the actual geometry of such a complex structure. The sec-
ond is related to the big difference in characteristic lengths
between the mesoporous morphology (nm) and the thickness
of the active layer of the device (µm): while the first is in
the order of the diameter of the TiO2 nanoparticles used to
form the mesoporous layer (15 nm), the second is in the range
of few micrometers which allows the dye to absorb as much
light as possible. The challenge is to handle the two different
length scales within the same simulation. If in fact we describe
the porous active layer with the resolution of the morphology,
simulating the entire device is very computationally expensive
since a large amount of information is needed to properly de-
scribe the exact interface geometry in the full volume of the
solar cell. Commonly, this problem is overcome by using an
effective material approximation40. By effective material we
mean that the real geometry of the interface is not included in
the simulation. The electron and hole transport materials are
treated as a single homogeneous material which fill the device.
This effective material is parametrized using the ETM param-
eters for electrons and HTM parameters for holes. The main
advantage of this approximation is that the complex structure
of the interface is removed from the simulation model with a
great simplification and reduction in computational cost. The
characteristic length in this case reduces to the length of the
active layer and thus it is in the range of micrometers. More-
over, it allows to treat the device even if the details of the mor-
phology are unknown.

The main drawback is that all the processes (generation, re-
combination, etc.) which occur at the interface must be now
converted into bulk models. Passing from interface to bulk
models introduces approximation in the recombination and
generation and their parameters should be adjusted to take into
account the change in device description. Moreover, some as-
pects about the operation of the device, especially the charge
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distribution close to the interface is definitely lost in this ap-
proximation.

Fig. 1 (color online) Embedding of the real morphology (central
region) within two regions modelled using the effective material for
a 2D device. The mesh is divided in five parts, two regions close to
the contacts (anode and cathode) with a less dense meshing, two
buffering regions at the interface with a denser meshing but still
using the effective material and a central region with a 2D slice of
the real blend. The entire device is 3 µm long and the light comes
from the left (anode) side. We assume periodic boundary conditions
for the side boundaries of the cell.

In this work we use an intermediate approach: we describe
part of the device using the resolution of the morphology,
while the rest of the active layer is simulated using an effective
material approximation (see Fig. 1). This strategy allows to
treat the entire system and thus to analyze the performance
of the cell, being able at the same time to describe the real
interface at least in one sub-part of the active layer.

The morphology region has been constructed by using
the experimental measurement of the interface geometry
of a TiO2/Spiro-OMeTAD ss-DSC. The meshing of the full
3D structure is a challenging task and leads to high com-
putational cost of the transport simulations. Therefore,
the geometry has been simplified considering a 2D slice
of the real morphology (180 nm times 180 nm) embedded
in two regions using the effective material approximation.
This dimensional reduction is not too a restrictive approx-
imation, as it can still address the problem of local charge
distribution and the interplay between free and trapped
charges at the interface.

The numerical simulations are based on the drift-
diffusion (DD) equations and solved using the finite el-
ement method (FEM), using the TiberCAD simulation
tool29–31. The finite element approach is particularly
suited since it allows to easily discretize complex geome-
tries. DSCs are generally simulated in a 1D domain32–35

solving the diffusion equation only, considering that espe-
cially for standard DSCs with liquid electrolyte the long
range electric field is screened. Several attempts to ana-
lyze the system including the electrostatic potential or to
go beyond the 1D approximation have been performed,
for example36. Other groups have investigated a complete
DSC including the electrolyte, studying 2D37 and 3D44–46

effects or innovative architectures47.
In DD the current is calculated by coupling the constitu-

tive equations for charge transport with continuity equation
for charge conservation:

∇ · (µne(h)∇ϕe(h)) = G−R, (1)

where µ is the mobility of the material, ne(h) the electron
(hole) density and ϕe(h) the corresponding electrochemical po-
tential. Finally, G and R are the generation and recombination
models respectively. The drift-diffusion equation showed in
eq. 1 is general and relies on the generalized Einstein rela-
tion between mobility and diffusion coefficient. We present
here the transport equation in this shape because the organic
semiconductor does not satisfy the standard Einstein relation
and thus the common split between drift and diffusion compo-
nents is not correct. The transport equations must be coupled
to the Poisson equation to solve the electrostatic potential in
the device:

ε∆φ =−ρ, (2)

with ε the dielectric constant, φ the electrostatic potential and
ρ the sum of all charged species in the system, electron, holes
and trapped charges or ionic species.

The system under investigation is a mix of TiO2 as ETM
and Spiro-OMeTAD as HTM. The two materials have very
different transport properties. In fact, even if the TiO2 is made
of sintered nanoparticles, the electron transport can be ap-
proximated to charge transport in a crystalline system, with
a well defined conduction band edge and the approximation
of parabolic density of states close to the bottom (top) of the
conduction (valence) band. On the contrary, the organic ma-
terial charge transport is based on transport of polarons and
their hopping between adjacent molecules or available energy
states. The density of states (DOS) of an organic semicon-
ductor is described by a Gaussian DOS where the centers
of the Gaussian for the conduction band is levelled to the
LUMO (Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital) of the molec-
ular/polymeric species and for the valence band to the HOMO
(Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital):

D(E) =
N0√
2πσ 2

e
−(E−EL,H )2

2σ2 . (3)

In eq. 3 N0 is the number of energy sites per cm3, σ2, the
energy variance, is a function of the disorder of the organic
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Parameter Symbol TiO2 Units

Electron mobility µe 0.5 cm2/Vs
Hole mobility µh 0.5 cm2/Vs

Density of states (CB) Nc 2.51 × 1019 cm−3

Density of states (VB) Nv 3.25 × 1019 cm−3

Energy gap Eg 4.2 eV
Relative dielectric const. εr 85
Rec. constant (interface) C0 2 × 10−15 cm2/s
Trap density (interface) Nt 1013 cm−2

Trap dens. exponent a 0.3

Table 1 Parameters for the ETM in the region with the real
morphology. All parameters for TiO2 are discussed in 48.

material, EL(H) the LUMO (HOMO) energy level. This ap-
proximation for organic semiconductors is correct in the non
degenerate case, when the quasi-Fermi levels are between the
energy gap and what defines the density are the tails of the
Gaussian DOS. The charge density can be calculated from the
DOS by assuming a local thermodynamic equilibrium and a
quasi-Fermi level and Fermi-Dirac distribution.

3 Parametrization

The simulation of the cell requires a careful parametrization
of the materials and their electrical properties. Considering
the structure, shown in fig. 1, we need a different parametriza-
tion for the HTM, the ETM and the effective material. These
parametrizations are not independent, because the effective
material is an approximation of the real morphology for the
distinct HTM and ETM. In the present work, TiO2 parame-
ters are taken from Ref.48, apart for recombination constant,
while those of Spiro-OMeTAD are gathered from literature as
reported in Table 1 and 2. Parameters for the effective material
are reported in Table 3.

A specific discussion is required for the parametrization of
recombination/generation models and trap density at the inter-
face. These three models are the only one that change passing
from the real morphology, where they are related to interface
processes, to the effective material where they are related to
bulk processes.

Recombination is a fundamental issue to define the perfor-
mances of the ss-DSC. For the cell a direct recombination rate
of the form:

R =C0(nenh −n2
i ), (4)

is used. In the previous equation ne and nh are the electron and
hole densities, ni the equilibrium population in dark conditions
and C0 a rate constant. Different rate equations have been pro-
posed for standard DSCs50. In the recombination rate usually
the electron density appears with an exponent β ≤ 1 due to

Parameter Symbol Spiro-OM. Units

Electron mobility µe 0.001 cm2/Vs
Hole mobility µh 0.001 [39] cm2/Vs

Density of states (CB) Nc 1019 [38] cm−3

Density of states (VB) Nv 1019 cm−3

Energy disorder (CB) σe 65 [38] meV
Energy disorder (VB) σh 65 [38] meV

Energy gap Eg 2.98 [42] eV
Relative dielectric const. εr 3.53
Rec. constant (interface) C0 2 × 10−15 cm2/s
Trap density (interface) Nt - cm−2

Trap dens. exponent a -

Table 2 Parameters for the HTM in the region with the real
morphology. For the organic semiconductor the reference are
directly mentioned in the table.

Parameter Symbol Eff. Medium Units

Electron mobility µe 0.5 cm2/Vs
Hole mobility µh 0.001 cm2/Vs

Density of states (CB) Nc 2.51 × 1019 cm−3

Density of states (VB) Nv 1019 cm−3

Energy disorder (VB) σh 65 meV
Energy gap Eg 1.3 [42,43] eV

Relative dielectric const. εr 36.52
Rec. constant (bulk) C0 2 × 10−10 cm3/s
Trap density (bulk) Nt 1019 cm−3

Trap dens. exponent a 0.3

Table 3 Parameters for the effective medium. For the discussion of
recombination and trap density see the text. For electrons are used
TiO2 parameters, while for holes are used parameters of the HTM
from 1. The effective energy gap is calculated from the difference
between the HOMO of the Spiro-OMeTAD and the conduction band
of the TiO2. The dielectric constant of the EM is the
Maxwell-Garnet mix 40 between the dielectric constants of the two
materials assuming a porosity of 0.5.
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the presence of trap states49. In the present model we have
approximated this aspect as it affects mainly the value of the
recombination constant C0.

The same recombination rate equation is used both in the
effective material region and in the real morphology one. The
main difference is that in the first case it is a bulk process, in
the second it is a surface recombination. This means that even
if the recombination equation is the same, the recombination
constant cannot be the same, also because the dimensionality
of the constant is not equal in the two cases (cm3/s in the bulk,
cm2/s in the surface case).

Generation is modelled with Lambert-Beer equation. The
thickness of the active region is long enough that standing
waves effects will not occur as happens for organic solar cells.
The generation is defined as:

G =
∫ λ2

λ1

α(λ )Φ(λ )e−α(λ )xdλ , (5)

where Φ is the power spectrum of the source (we use a con-
ventional AM 1.5 Sun spectrum), α is the absorption spec-
trum and x the distance inside the device. The generation is
integrated over the entire interval of absorption of the dye, in
our case a standard N719 Ruthenium dye. Thus, the number
of electron-hole pairs photogenerated at every wavelength G
is calculated.

Also in this case, as for the recombination term, generation
is treated differently passing from the effective material to the
real morphology regions. In the real morphology region, we
assume a constant generation rate. This approximation can
be made considering that the thickness of this region is much
small compared to the absorption length of N719 (around 0.1-
0.2 µm). After generation electrons are collected by the ETM
and holes by the HTM.

The contacts are modelled as Mott-Schottky contacts,
where the injection barriers are kept very small (0.3 eV be-
tween conduction band/HOMO level and contact Fermi en-
ergy) and with an efficient injection velocity. We assume that
contacts offer a negligible resistance and that the device is lim-
ited mainly by bulk recombination.

At the interface between the two materials a density of trap
states is also present27. Trap states are modelled with a surface
exponential density:

nt =
∫

fFDNte
− a(E−Ec)

kBT dE, (6)

with Nt the density of traps, a the trap density exponent, Ec the
conduction band edge of the TiO2 and fFD the Fermi Dirac
distribution of electrons, which depends on the quasi-Fermi
energy level.

4 Merging the effective and the real morphol-
ogy models

Fig. 2 (color online) (Left) J-V characteristics without trap states at
the interface with and without real morphology in the middle of the
cell. (Right) the same as in the left but adding the trap states at the
interface.

The concurrent multiscale simulation of the effective and
real-morphology regions is a delicate issue. The challenge is
how to define consistent parameters for the two regions avoid-
ing spurious effects such as charge accumulation or electric
fields at the interfaces between the two regions. A simple
scheme has been developed to solve this issue: parameters
for the real morphology region have been chosen in order to
assure that the total recombination and generation in the real
morphology region and in an equivalent area using the effec-
tive model were the same, i.e.

Rtot =
∫

VEM

RdΩ ≡
∫

SRM

RdS, (7)

for recombination and eq. 8 for generation,

Gtot =
∫

VEM

GdΩ ≡
∫

SRM

GdS. (8)

In eq. 7 and 8 the first integral is over a volume with the ef-
fective medium approximation (VEM), while the second along
the interface (SRM) between ETM and HTM with the real mor-
phology.

The results have been checked by calculating the J-Vs with
and without trap states at the interface using the EM or RM de-
scriptions (see fig. 2). A small offset is present for Jsc and Voc,
the first is more evident without trap states, while the second
is particular present with trap states. The offset in the short
circuit current is due to the approximation in the constant gen-
eration model for the RM region as discussed previously. The
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Fig. 3 (color online) (Left) Conduction and valence band (LUMO
and HOMO level for the HTM) Ec and Ev and electrochemical
potentials for electrons ϕe and holes ϕh at Jsc for different position
of the RM region. (Left) Close to the anode, (Right) close to the
cathode. The band bending is compared to calculations using the
effective approximation (EM) only. The RM region is delimited by
the vertical broken lines.

difference in open circuit voltage when trap states are consid-
ered is induced by the different modelling between RM and
EM, as discussed in the next section. The J-Vs showed in fig-
ure present very low efficiency. This is due to the fact that
the configuration with traps is a pristine ss-DSC, i.e. a solid
state cell where no treatment using the additives has been per-
formed. Also in the second simulation, with no trap states, we
are not considering a full functioning ss-DSC as no all the ef-
fects of the additives have been included in the model. More-
over the dye used as light absorber, the N719, is not the best
for a ss-DSC due to the limitations in active layer thickness (2
or 3 µm) in this devices concurrent to the poor molar extinc-
tion coefficient of N71951. For this reason other dyes, such as
C104 or Z907, are usually used.

As consistency check to assure that inserting the RM region
is not modifying the physics of the device, we have compared
the band bending for a pure EM device with the device insert-
ing the RM region for different working points and varying
the location of the RM region inside the active layer (in the
middle, close to the anode or to the cathode). In fig. 3 the
results for the cases close to the anode and the cathode are
shown. The conduction and valence bands of the TiO2 and
the HOMO, LUMO levels for the organic semiconductor are
plotted as well as the quasi-Fermi energy levels, showing both
the EM and RM. The agreement between the two models is
extremely accurate.

5 Experimental measurements

Fig. 4 (color online). (Top) High angle annular dark field (HAADF)
STEM image. (a) reconstruction of the TiO2 morphology in a
portion of the active layer. (b) meshing of a cube extracted form the
measurement of the TiO2, reconstructing the HTM phase. (c) 2D
slice of the 3D morphology.

The real geometry of the TiO2 for a portion of a ss-DSC has
been reconstructed using an electron tomography dataset with
high spatial resolution41 (see figure 4, top and (a)). In this ap-
proach, a transmission electron microscope (TEM) sample is
cut out from a ss-DSC using focused ion beam milling (in a
FEI Helios Nanolab) employing an annular geometry, result-
ing in a needle-shaped sample52,53. The needle is lifted out
from the device and attached on a TEM-compatible support;
further annular thinning is finally employed until the sample
is electron-transparent (around 150− 200 nm). This choice
presents an important advantage compared to the more estab-
lished approach of extracting a flat lamella: the cylindrical
symmetry ensures that the thickness of the sample doesn’t in-
crease while tilting, therefore the image quality of the dataset
does not degrade for high tilt angles. A tilt series is then ac-
quired in the TEM (FEI Titan operated at 200 kV in STEM
mode, tilt range −76 → +76◦), from which a 3D reconstruc-
tion can be computed. The image was used to process the re-
constructed dataset, subtracting the background and applying
a threshold for segmentation, isolating the TiO2 volume. Ac-
curate, nanoscale morphological information can thus be re-
trieved. This allows direct imaging and 3D analysis of both the
nanostructured TiO2 network and the HTM component (see
figure 2, left).
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6 Effect of traps at the surface of TiO2 meso-
porous material to device performance

Fig. 5 (color online) Density of electrons and holes with and
without the presence of trap states at Voc. Effective model only.

The relevance of trapped electrons at the interface between
ETM and HTM is extremely important27 and it is one of the
reasons for the introduction of ionic additives in the prepa-
ration of ss-DSCs24,25. The positive cations of the ionic addi-
tives can in fact screen the trapped electrons then changing the
electrostatics in the active layer, especially in the HTM due to
the lower permittivity of the organic semiconductor compared
to the TiO2.

Fig. 6 (color online) Effect of band bending at Jsc without (Left)
and with (Right) charged trap states.

This problem is less severe in standard DSCs, where the

liquid electrolyte and high density of ions screen the trapped
electrons. The cations accumulate at the interface screening
the electric field within few ionic layers54.

On the contrary, in the case of a ss-DSC, no positive charges
are available for the role of screening electrons at the interface,
unless using directly the photogenerated holes. This is detri-
mental for the device operation, considering that the holes par-
ticipate to the photocurrent and then any perturbation to their
distribution could result in a reduction in cell efficiency.

Fig. 7 (color online) (a) the RM region with the TiO2 (orange) and
the Spiro-OMeTAD (green). (b) Hole density and (c) hole current
density at Jsc for the case without trapped electrons at the
TiO2/HTM interface. (d) and (e) same as (b) and (c) but with
trapped electrons at the interface.

To investigate the effect of trapped electrons we have per-
formed several simulations in the multiscale geometry includ-
ing and not including the trap density of states at the interface.
These two cases can be considered as limiting cases for an
ss-DSC without and with ionic additives respectively.

We have first investigated the role of trapped charges in an
EM approximation (see fig. 5). The figure show free electrons
and holes profile in the cell at Voc. The density of free elec-
trons is reduced in the presence of trap states. The reason is
that most of the electrons are trapped. The electron quasi fermi
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energy is positioned in the gap and then intercept the exponen-
tial band tail of trap states below the conduction band. Thus
the fraction of trapped electrons is far larger than free carriers
in the conduction band.

The density of holes is instead increased by the presence of
trap states. The negative charge of the trapped electrons at-
tracts holes in the active layer increasing the equilibrium den-
sity. So the overall effect of trap states is to increase hole
conductivity and reduce the electron one.

The increase in hole density has a second effect shown in
fig. 6. The figure presents the conduction, valence and quasi
fermi energy levels for a cell with and without trap states. The
simulations are performed at Jsc and a RM region is included
in the middle of the active layer. In figure it is clearly shown
that the different charge density induced by traps changes the
band bending in the cell, passing from a pronounced band
bending especially close to the cathode (fig. 6, left) to a flat
band situation (fig. 6, right). The band bending is the sig-
nature of a long range electric field in the active layer. The
disappearance of the electric field when trapped electrons are
present limits the current (fig. 2) as the electric field helps
charge collection. The presence of a long range electric field
across the active layer in ss-DSCs is under debate. Experimen-
tal evidences using impedance spectroscopy points to a purely
diffusion transport of charge carriers. This could be induced
by one of the other effects produced by ionic additives, i.e. the
doping of the HTM. However, from our simulations it is clear
that the disappearance of a long range electric field is detri-
mental for the device operation and that its screening should
be enlisted as a negative effect.

Fig. 8 (color online) Electric field distribution inside the RM region
at Jsc. (Left) without trapped electrons, (Right) with trap electrons.

It is known that ionic additives reduce also the interface re-
combination23. We use the multiscale approach, including the
RM in the active layer, to analyze the charge and current distri-
bution in the active layer in more details. In fig. 7 it is shown
the hole and current density at Jsc conditions for the RM re-

gion with and without trapped electrons at the interface. The
RM region is inserted close to the cathode contact.

When trapped electrons are present the photogenerated
holes accumulate at the interface due to the electrostatic at-
traction. Considering that the the recombination at the inter-
face is proportional to density of electron and holes, a higher
density of holes implies a higher recombination. This effect is
partially compensated by the lower density of free electrons.
Moreover, the current of holes in the presence of traps (fig.
7, e) flows closer to the interface between the two materials.
The higher recombination current is particularly evident in the
bottleneck of the morphology.

The screening of the local electric field in the RM is shown
in fig. 8. This electric field is particularly intense where trap
states are present. Differently from the long range, this local
electric field is confined close to the interface and it is more
intense in the organic semiconductor due to the lower permit-
tivity.

The analysis of the real morphology can indicate the
strengths and weaknesses and the limits of the effective
medium approximation. In particular we have pointed out how
the effective medium strongly simplifies the real charge and
current distribution inside the two materials, failing in prop-
erly describing the electrostatics at the interface. Effects of
the morphology, especially if the electron percolation in the
TiO2 is difficult, are necessarily lumped into the working pa-
rameters in an effective material approximation making more
problematic their physical interpretation.

7 Conclusion

In the present work we have analyzed the effect of trap states
at the interface in the mesoporous material of a ss-DSC. The
electron and hole transport materials were TiO2 and Spiro-
OMeTAD, respectively. In order to investigate the effect of
charged trap states inside the active layer two different mod-
els have been simulated: one using the effective material ap-
proximation, the other inserting in a sub region of the cell the
real morphology of the mesoporous material. The geometry
for the real morphology part was extracted by electron tomog-
raphy measurements of a real ss-DSC. The insertion of the
real morphology region allows to describe with unprecedented
accuracy the electrostatics between electrons and holes and
charged trap states at the interface between electron and hole
transport materials. The effective material model in fact can
only account for the average distribution of charges and elec-
trostatic potential because the real interface is not included.

The simulations show the effect of charged trap states which
induce a higher density of holes in the active layer. The inter-
play between trapped electrons and holes screening all long
range electric fields, which is detrimental for the cell perfor-
mance. Introducing a screening mechanism for trapped elec-
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trons, the long range electric field is restored and current in-
creases. The internal electric field in fact helps electrons and
holes to reach the correct electrodes improving the charge col-
lection.

It is known that screening trapped electrons is one of the
effects of ionic additives added in the organic semiconductor
during the cell preparation. However, experimental measure-
ments using impedance spectroscopy indicate that the trans-
port of photogenerated charges is diffusive, an effect due to
the doping of the organic material. Thus even if the screen-
ing of the trapped electrons will restore the long range electric
field some other effects of the additives prevent its presence. It
is anyway clear that the presence of a long range electric field
in the active layer would increase the efficiency of the cell.

Analyzing in more details the region with the real mor-
phology another effect becomes evident: the presence of elec-
trons trapped at the interface attracts holes which accumulate
in a thin layer close to the interface. This produces a shift
of the hole current close to the interface and enhances re-
combination. This effect disappears if trapped electrons are
not present. A reduction in recombination after the adding
of ionic additives has been indeed experimentally observed
and our results point out that the observed electrostatic ef-
fect and hole accumulation can be at the base of the experi-
mental recombination modulation with and without ionic ad-
ditives. These electrostatic effects are particularly important
in the hole transport material due to the low permittivity of the
organic semiconductor.

The last consideration is about the validity of the effective
material model, an approximation widely used for ss-DSCs,
but also for other devices like organic photovoltaic cells. Our
simulations show that despite the effective medium approx-
imation can be a valid tool to study devices with complex
morphology, it makes severe approximations in the real dis-
tribution of charges and current inside the active layer. It just
calculates an average value of these quantities. For high per-
formance devices, with no percolation problem in the TiO2,
the effective material model is a reasonable approximation of
the real system. Its validity decreases rapidly if transport is
limited by morphology reasons, in that case an effective ma-
terial model is forced to lump into its transport parameters the
morphology effects.
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